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SCHEDULE 1 — EXCLUDED ELECTRICAL DEVICES
1. Any plug, socket or adaptor which incorporates any other electrical...
2. Any plug or socket forming part of a ceiling–rose connector...
3. Any plug or socket forming part of a luminaire comprising...
4. Any non–UK plug supplied loose which is manufactured to comply...
5. Any non–rewirable or any moulded–on Europlug (that is to say...)
6. Any travel adaptor (that is to say an adaptor which...

SCHEDULE 2 — SPECIFIED BRITISH STANDARDS

SCHEDULE 3 — EXCLUDED APPLIANCES
1. Any fixed luminaire, being a luminaire which cannot easily be...
2. Any ceiling–rose connector (that is to say a connector designed...
3. Any electric light designed and intended to be located within...
4. Any appliance which is fitted with an rcd plug.
5. Any appliance which is fitted with a plug transformer.
6. Any appliance which is fitted with a plug other than...
7. Any appliance which is intended to be permanently connected to...

Explanatory Note